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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I

f

Report No. 83-19

Docket No. 50-443/50-444

License No. CPPR-135/CPPR-136 Category A

Licensee: Public Service of New Hampshi_r_e
1000 Elm Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03105

Facility Name: Seabrook Station, Unit 1 & 2

Inspection At: Seabrook, New Hampshire

Inspection Conducted: _ November 28 - December 1, 1983

Inspectors: % /
Harry W. K4rch, Lead Reactor Engineer date

~

) ,, Alc) //J(,fS/Approved by: aAfbs
. Dj$Fr, ~ChieG Materials and Y da' et

roc 6sses Section, EPB, DETP

Inspection Summary:

Inspection on November 28-December 1, 1983 (Inspection Reports 50-443/50
-444-83-19): Routine unannounced inspection.by one region-based inspector.
The inspector reviewed the licensee's findings of Unit I reactor vessel safo

; end radiographs. The inspection involved 26 hours onsite and 8 hours offsite.
|

Results: No violations were identified.
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DETAILS
1. Persons Contacted

Yankee Atomic Electric Company (YAEC)

J. W. Singleton, Quality Manager
R. C. Julian, Quality Assurance Engineer
W. T. Middleton, Quality Assurance Supervisor

>

,Public Service of New Hampshire (PSNH)

R. R. Cliche, Lead Mechanical Engineer ,

United Engineers and Construction (UE&C)

D. C. Lambert, Field Superintendent of Quality Assurance
T. P. Vassallo, Quality Assurance

All cf the above personnel attended the exit meeting for this report.

2. Review of Reactor Pressure Vessel Safe End Radiographs'

Public Service of New Hampshire (PSNH) parsonnel reviewed Unit #1 reactor
vessel safe end radiographs and found questionable relevant indications
for welds 302-121A and 302-121-C. Public Service of New Hampshire
initiated a deficiency report No. 498 on November 2, 1983 requesting
Westinghouse, the NSSS, to evaluate and respond with their proposed
currective action.>

On November 4, 1983, Westinghouse responded with letter No. NAH2354.
Westinghouse's position was that the radiographs of the reactor vessel
safe end nozzles contain slag inclusions and are acceptable to the radio-
graphic acceptance criteria of Section III of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code,1971 edition and 1972 addenda.

i
Public Service of New Hampshire (PSNH) reviewed the Westinghouse written
response and has informed the inspector that the response is not accept-

| able and that Public Service of New Hampshire (PSNH) will inform
| W4stingnouse of this decision.

Based on the above concerns, the inspector reviewed Unit #1 reactor vessel:-
. safe end radiographs for the following welds, 302-121A and 302-121C. The
inspector agreed with the licensee's findings that the radiographs contain
questionable relevant indications that have not been properly

| dispositioned.
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This item is unresolved pending further action by the licensee
(443/83-19-01).

The inspector requested the remaining Unit #1 reactor vessel safe end
nozzle radiographs and Public Service of New Hampshire (PSNH) informed
the inspector that the radiographs had been returned to Combustion
Engineering. However, Public Service of New Hampshire (PSNH) did have
Unit #2 reactor safe end nozzle weld radiographs onsite. The inspector
requested these and the following radiographs for Unit #2 were reviewed.

301-121-A 702-171-A
301-121-B 302-121-B
301-121-C 302-121-C
301-121-D 302-121-D

,

All the above radiographs were found to meet code requirements and were
acceptable.

The inspector also reviewed the following Unit #1 steam generator safe
end nozzle weld radiographs:

ISO-1-RC-11-01FWF0101
ISO-RC-8-01 FW-F0104
ISG-RC-5-01 FW-F0104
ISO-RC-1-01 FW-F0101
ISO-RC-2-01 FW-F0104
ISO-RC-4-01 P4-F0101
ISO-1-RC-7-0FW-F0101

Welds ISO-1-RC-11-01 Fw-F0101 at film station 1-2 has questionable film
quality.

ISO-1-RC-7-0 FW-F0101 also had questionable film quality and at film
station 5-6 above number 6 is an elongated indication that needs further
evaluation

The above two welds are unresolved items pending further evaluatien by
,

the licensee (443/83-19-02). The other welds were acceptable.

Based on the above findings of questionable film quality, the inspector
reviewed the following inprocess radiographic film to determine the extent
of the problem.

RC-FW-F0523
SI-258-02-F0208
C0-E-23C-F365-01 (Base Metal Repair)
CBS-1214-11-F1103 (Repairs)
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RC-44-F0410
B31.1-F0ll7
ICS-374-10-F013
ICS-355-04-F405
ISI-203-04-F0404
KS-388-06-F0603

No further instances of degraded film quality were identified.

The above radiographs were acceptable.

3. Unresolved Items

Unresolved itens are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of non-com-
pliance or deviations. Unresolved items are presented in paragraph two
above.

4. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
at the conclusion of the inspection. The inspector summarized the scope
and the findings of this inspection. No written information was given to
the licensee by the inspector during the course of the inspection.
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